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ABSTRACT 

Pneumoconiosis, a lung disease caused by the inhalation of dust, is mainly diagnosed using chest radiographs. The 
effects of using contralateral symmetric (CS) information present in chest radiographs in the diagnosis of 
pneumoconiosis are studied using an eye tracking experimental study. The role of expertise and the influence of CS 
information on the performance of readers with different expertise level are also of interest. Experimental subjects 
ranging from novices & medical students to staff radiologists were presented with 17 double and 16 single lung images, 
and were asked to give profusion ratings for each lung zone. Eye movements and the time for their diagnosis were also 
recorded. Kruskal-Wallis test (χ2(6) = 13.38, p = .038), showed that the observer error (average sum of absolute 
differences) in double lung images differed significantly across the different expertise categories when considering all 
the participants. Wilcoxon-signed rank test indicated that the observer error was significantly higher for single-lung 
images (Z = 3.13, p < .001) than for the double-lung images for all the participants. Mann-Whitney test (U = 28, p = 
.038) showed that the differential error between single and double lung images is significantly higher in doctors [staff & 
residents] than in non-doctors [others]. Thus, Expertise & CS information plays a significant role in the diagnosis of 
pneumoconiosis. CS information helps in diagnosing pneumoconiosis by reducing the general tendency of giving less 
profusion ratings. Training and experience appear to play important roles in learning to use the CS information present in 
the chest radiographs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

There are millions of people around the world, working in industrial areas. Pneumoconiosis is the inflammation 
of lungs caused by repeated exposure to small particles of industrial dust that enters the lungs 1. There have been some 
impressive technical advances in the diagnosis of lung diseases during the last 25-30 years, but the chest radiograph 
remains the most common and widely used tool. Chest radiograph is still ubiquitous in clinical practice, and will likely 
remain so for quite some time 8. Diagnosis of this disease is done through radiological observation of chest radiographs. 
The diagnosis of pneumoconiosis is a complex procedure and it requires a certain level of expertise 2,4. Some studies 
proved that there is significant inter reader and some intra reader variation in the diagnosis of pneumoconiosis 3,4.  So, in 
general, there will be a hierarchy of readers for diagnosis of this disease. ILO has also introduced a standard 
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classification scheme for the diagnosis of pneumoconiosis to facilitate the international comparisons of data, 
epidemiological investigations and research reports 5. The details of ILO classification scheme are explained elsewhere 5. 

Diagnosis of pneumoconiosis seems to be very subjective as there is substantial inter-reader variation and some 
intra-reader variation 4. The reader consistency from one time period to another is felt to be within acceptable limits, 
provided the reader is experienced. From the above discussion, we can say that expertise plays a very important role in 
the diagnosis of pneumoconiosis. Even though there are studies 2,3,4,9, showing the importance of expertise, to our 
knowledge, there are no studies on how the different levels of expertise affect the diagnosis of the disease. 

One of the aims of the present study is to investigate the role of Contralateral Symmetry (CS) present in chest 
radiographs, in diagnosis of Pneumoconiosis. Symmetry is present in many of the objects we encounter in our daily 
lives. The detection of symmetry is one of the characteristics of human visual perception. This may be due to the 
abundant examples of symmetry in the structure and development of the human and animal forms. For example, 
symmetry plays a very important role in visual processes such as face perception 6 and attractiveness 7. Much of the gross 
anatomy of the human body also exhibits contra-lateral symmetry. Symmetry seems to be playing a major role in 
perception of things around us. 

PA Chest X-rays also exhibit good amount of CS. Strictly speaking, lungs are naturally positioned in pseudo-
contralateral symmetry, but the near perfect contralateral symmetrical occurrence of abnormal lung tissue in both lungs 
is highly improbable. There are very good chances that radiologists use this contra-lateral symmetric information present 
in chest X-rays while reading them. It has been emphasized in the radiological training that the best way to read any 
chest X-ray, of any disease, is to compare the left and right lung zones. 

Observer studies have shown the potential usefulness of contralateral subtraction 11,12,13, a technique that employs the 
symmetry of the rib cage to subtract one side of the lung from the other side, so that the abnormalities stand out more 
clearly. This technique has been used for improving the detection accuracy of pulmonary nodules14. Despite the 
existence of some observer studies on the usefulness of contra-lateral subtraction technique, to our knowledge, there are 
no empirical studies on the role of CS in diagnosing lung diseases. Moreover, unlike lung nodules (which are localized), 
pneumoconiosis is a diffused lung disease. Hence it is likely that CS plays even a bigger role in diagnosing such a 
diffuse disease.  

The main aim of our experiment is to study the role of CS and expertise in the diagnosis of pneumoconiosis. 
Specifically, we wish to understand the beneficial and detrimental effects of using CS information present in chest 
radiographs in the diagnosis of pneumoconiosis. The role of CS can be studied by presenting single lung vs. double lung 
images for reading. A good way to understand the role of expertise is to study the variability in reading pattern across 
subjects ranging from novice to experts. Eye tracking is the best way to extract information on the reading pattern and 
hence is our chosen method of study. 

 
Figure 1: Sample double (left) and single (right) lung images used in the experiment 
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2. METHODS 

Our experiments were conducted in a room, dedicated to eye tracking experiments. Written informed consent, 
for the study and eye movement recording, was taken from all the participants. Patient informed consent for the use of 
the chest X-rays that were collected between 2006 and 2008 was not required. The chest X-rays, used for the experiment, 
were provided by the Shanghai Pulmonary Hospital, China. 

2.1. Test Images 

The test image set consisted of 33 PA digital chest X-rays, of which 17 were normal, full, double-lung images 
and 16 were single-lung images with only one lung. Figure 1 shows sample single- and double-lung images. Test images 
included images of disease stages: 1, 2 and 3. Table-1 shows the detailed composition of the test set. 

Table 1: Images of different disease stages used in our experiment 

Disease stage Double Lung Images Single Lung Images

Stage 1 3 2

Stage 2 4 6

Stage 3 10 8

 Total: 17 Total: 16

 

The above X-ray images were of workers working in an industrial environment with either silica or metal dust. 
The workers had spent anywhere between 2 years and 31 years (Mdn = 12) in this environment. The experienced 
radiologists at Shanghai Pulmonary Hospital, China provided ground truth for these images. 

2.2. Participant Details 

Since one of the purposes of our experiment was the study of role of expertise, we ran the experiment on 
subjects varying from novices and undergraduate medical students to expert radiologists. A total of 23 participants 
volunteered for the experiment. These participants were in 4 categories: staff radiologists (4), resident radiologists (4), 
medical students (3/yr x 4 yrs = 12) and 3 novices (3). We will, in the course of our discussion, refer to the members of 
the first two categories put together as doctors and the last two as non-doctors. The staff radiologists have an experience 
ranging from 11 years to 58 years (M = 30.75). Resident radiologists had at least 3 years of training. 

2.3. Experimental Procedure 

We used with-in subjects design to study the role of CS present in chest X-rays. Accordingly, each participant 
was shown both single- and double-lung images. The entire test set of 33 images was shown to each participant, in 
random order. Each lung region was divided into 3 zones: upper, middle and lower. The task given to a participant was 
to report the profusion level of each zone in written form. Information such as localization of anomalies, their size and 
shape are not asked, as the profusion level categorization is of primary importance to clinical settings. Since none of the 
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participant had any expertise in pneumoconiosis, we used 4 (0, 1, 2 and 3) levels of profusion categorization rather than 
12 levels used in ILO standards. 

The participant’s gaze was tracked using remote/head-free eye tracker (Model Eyelink 100010, SR research, 
Canada). Participants could freely move their heads while viewing the chest X-rays, as in clinical settings. Before the 
beginning of the experiment, all the subjects were given training in which the concept of profusion level was explained 
using some sample chest X-rays. The procedure for dividing each lung field into zones was also explained in this training 
session. A 9-point camera calibration was done to track eye movements. Experimental images were shown one after the 
other to every subject. Unlimited time was given to view each image and report profusion ratings for all the 6 zones of 
the lungs. Eye movement data, response times and profusion ratings were recorded for each subject and for each image. 

 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Analysis of observers’ diagnostic performance 

Different observer studies2,4,15 on the diagnosis of Pneumoconiosis have used different performance measures to 
quantify the diagnostic performance. In our present study, instead of using a single measure, we used different 
performance measures to evaluate the observer error. Sum of absolute differences (explained below) is taken as primary 
measure of observer error in our analysis. Since, this measure fails to capture all aspects of the observer performance, we 
have also used penalize over and penalize under. 

 The observer error is obtained by taking the average sum of absolute differences between the profusion ratings, 
for each lung, and the ground truth profusion values as follows. 

              Observer Error,o = 1
n

r − p
i=1

n

∑                          (I) 

Where n: Total number of Zones 
           p: Ground truth profusion rating 
           r: Participant’s (observer’s) profusion rating 

As self-evident, this performance measure is directly proportional to the observer error. Figure-2 shows plots of 
o for participant groups of different expertise levels, for both double and single lung images. 

Some observations can be made from these plots. The observer error o (grey bars) for double lung images is seen 
to vary significantly with expertise, which was confirmed by Kruskal-Wallis test (χ2(6) = 13.38, p = .038). The error for 
single-lung images is consistently higher than for double-lung images across the different categories, with the differential 
being higher as expertise increases. The latter trend was confirmed by the Mann-Whitney test (U = 28, p = .038) 
according to which the error Mdn is 0.38 for doctors while it is only 0.18 for non-doctors. For double-lung images, there 
is a decrease in error with increase in expertise; however, this trend was not present in the case of single-lung images. 

It was seen from Wilcoxon-signed rank test that the observer error (Mdn = 0.813) was significantly higher for 
single-lung images (Z = 3.13, p < .001) than for the double-lung images (Mdn = 0.620) for all the participants. Based on 
these results, it can be concluded that CS information plays an important role in the diagnosis of pneumoconiosis and it 
is perhaps used most effectively by doctors. Next, we did finer analysis to see how CS affects the actual profusion rating 
across different expertise levels. 
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Figure 2: Performance of different expertise groups for both single and double lung images. Above: Graph of the 
average sum of absolute differences for all participants. Below: Bar graph of the average sum of absolute differences. 

Penalize Over/Under are the total number of times a participant has given a profusion rating higher/lower than 
that of ground truth profusion value. Figure 3 shows the average penalize over and average penalize under values, for 
participant groups of different expertise levels. 

From Figure on the left, it can be seen that except, the staff radiologist group, observers tend to penalize over 
more for double- rather than single- lung images. More generally, when considering all the participants, the Wilcoxon 
signed-rank test revealed that there is more penalize over (Z = 2.13, p = .033) in double-lung images (Mdn = 0.31) than 
in single lung images (Mdn = 0.25). Figure-3 (right) shows more average penalize under in single lung images than in 
double lung images. When considering all the participants, Wilcoxon signed rank test revealed that there is indeed more 
penalize under (Z = 3.89, p < .001) in single lung images (Mdn = 0.34) than in double lung images (Mdn = 0.28). 

From the above analysis, it appears that observers give a higher rating to a zone when the contra-lateral region 
is available for comparison. Hence, it can be concluded that CS has a role not only in correctly diagnosing 
pneumoconiosis but also in gauging the severity i.e. assigning profusion ratings. 
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Figure 3: (left) Average penalize over and (right) average penalize under, for different expertise groups. 

3.2. Eye movement Analysis 

 Figure-4 shows sample heat maps on a double and 2 single lung images for a staff radiologist. In double lung 
images, analysis showed that observers spent almost same amount of time in viewing both lungs pointing to their use of 
CS in diagnosis. Analysis of eye movements showed a good correlation between observer error and time spent in 
viewing. Specifically, observers spent less fixation time in the zones they considered to be clearly normal and clearly 
abnormal (profusion levels 0 or 3) resulting in high observer error. Detailed results are not presented here as they are out 
of scope of this paper. 

 

 

Figure 3: Sample heat maps showing eye fixation density of a staff radiologist on a double (left) and single (right) lung images 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

The aim of the present study is the study of the role of CS on the diagnosis of pneumoconiosis and also its 
influence on the readers with different expertise levels. Analysis of observer error (average sum of absolute differences) 
indicated that contralateral symmetry plays a significant role in the diagnosis of pneumoconiosis and its role is more 
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important in the case of doctors than in the case of non-doctors.   This shows that training and experience plays a very 
important role in learning how to use the contralateral symmetric information present in the chest radiographs.  

The analysis of ‘penalize over’ and ‘penalize under’ gave some indications for how this contralateral symmetric 
information present in the chest radiographs is helping in correctly estimating the profusion in a zone. Analysis showed 
that observers give more rating to a zone when they have other side of lung to compare with, than not. Giving more 
rating may have both positive and negative effects, depending upon the true profusion value. One of the previous studies 
16 showed that application of ILO classification could result in roentgenographic underestimation of asbestosis (a variant 
of pneumoconiosis). Our results also showed that there is general tendency to give less profusion rating, in the case of 
staff radiologists. Our analysis showed that this tendency of giving less profusion rating increases when there is no 
contralateral symmetric information available to the reader, leading to more observer error. Thus, contralateral 
symmetric information present in the chest radiographs helps in diagnosing the pneumoconiosis by reducing the 
tendency of giving less profusion ratings. 

Even though our study showed that contralateral symmetric information present in the chest X-rays helps in 
diagnosing pneumoconiosis, we still don’t know how this contralateral symmetric information is helping in diagnosis.  In 
more precise terms, we still don’t know, at what level this contralateral symmetric information is useful i.e. at image 
level or zonal level or at intra-rib region level. At this point, we can’t make any conclusions regarding this. More 
experiments are needed to study these more detailed aspects of contralateral symmetry and how these are affecting the 
diagnosis. 

Analysis of eye movements showed that zones where the observers made high absolute error (3) are zones 
where less time was spent in viewing. This indicates the importance of time in the diagnosis of pneumoconiosis. A clear 
decrease in fixation time, with increase in observer error (except in the case of 0 and 1), in single lung images, suggests 
that time has a very important role to play in single lung images. Less fixation time in the zones which observers think as 
clearly normal and clearly abnormal, and less fixation time in the zones of high observer error indicates that zones are 
needed to be looked more carefully even when the observer thinks it as clearly normal or abnormal. In other words, for 
better diagnostic results, all the zones should be looked carefully i.e. X-rays should not be speed-read. 

5. CONCLUSION 

This article studies the role of expertise and contra-lateral Symmetry in the diagnosis of Pneumoconiosis via a 
human experiment. Results indicated that Expertise and CS play important roles in the diagnosis of pneumoconiosis.  A 
key finding of our study is that the presence of CS information alone does not help improve diagnosis as much as 
learning how to use the information. This learning appears to be gained from focused training and years of experience. 
Hence, good training for radiologists and careful observation of each lung zone may improve the quality of diagnostic 
results.  

Further experiments are required to determine the exact role of CS in diagnosing chest radiographs i.e. how 
exactly this information is being used by the radiologists. Since our experiment involves only the chest radiographs of 
pneumoconiosis, which is a diffused lung disease, the results may not be applicable to localized lung diseases such as 
lung cancer etc. These issues remain the topic of future work. 
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